ALIANZA Summer Camp Themes 2021

VISIT ALIANZAECOSCHOOL.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
MAD SCIENTIST (STEM CAMP)

What happens in the lab, stays in the lab! In this camp we will put on our lab coats and perform some and fascinating science experiments. We will explore the topic of air pressure by making ping pong balls dance, we'll explore sound by listening to the vibrations of common household objects, we'll explore inertia by twirling buttons and spinning eggs, and chemistry and light by creating endothermic and exothermic reactions and get the secrets of light and shadows out!

JUNE 28TH - JULY 9TH (CLOSED ON JULY 5TH)
JURASSIC PARTY!

Did you ever wish that dinosaurs were still alive? They will certainly come to life during this prehistoric-themed summer camp! We will roar your kiddos way into some colossal fun as we make dino feet, have dino stomp dance, and build a huge exploding volcano! This camp proves learning can be fun as we explore the Jurassic World and the unbelievable creatures that roamed the earth millions of years ago!

JULY 26TH - AUGUST 6TH
Coral Reef Adventure

Ocean exploration has never been more exciting! In this camp we will explore everything that lives in, plays in, or floats on water. We will make sailboats and race boats, a stock octopus, seashells art, and research rare ocean species. Sand and ice structures are our favorite, we will get the most of building skills with unusual materials.

June 1st - June 11th
OUT OF THIS WORLD

Space exploration has been on the minds of kids since ever! There is so much to explore in this camp. Not only is there the moon, but there is the ISS, Mars, and so much more! Astronaut exercise in space, growing food and recycling water in space, challenges faced, and exploring new ideas to solve space problems. We will learn about Rovers, launch rockets, telescopes, and much more!

JULY 12TH - JULY 23RD
In this creepy crawly camp, we will explore all parts of bugs. We will make our own glowing firefly, make a bug collection out of clay, and learn about their habitats. We will set a home for ants, lady bugs and butterflies. In addition we will explore pond life in summer time.

**JUNE 14TH - JUNE 25TH**